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CEO ANNUAL REPORT
Ambassadors & Bridge Builders International (ABBI) has continued its growth to be a significant voice
in the LGBTI/faith and religion space within Australia and beyond.
There is no more volatile space than the interaction of sexuality and faith and the damage done to
individuals’ lives is immeasurable. Even though this report officially covers the financial year to June
2017 it is important to mention that the Australian LGBTI community has been through what has been
an unprecedented experience, for many, of opposition and hostility. I say for many, as history tells us
things were much worse but for most LGBTI Australians life has been relatively easy compared to living
in the 1950’s with regular headlines in newspapers declaring things like ‘Male Vice Must be Wiped in
Sydney’ and gay men always called perverts or sexual deviates.
An important observation that I think many have missed is that for LGBTI from faith backgrounds the
recent wave of anti-gay public discourse, which created a spike in support services, is nothing new. We
have lived in this space of opposition and hostility for decades. And one of the things the marriage
equality debate/postal survey has taught us is that there is a great work still to be done.
ABBI's mission and commitment is now more relevant than ever.
Ambassadors & Bridge Builders International (ABBI) is committed to ending
unnecessary suffering caused by ignorance and misinformation about sexual
orientation and gender identity. ABBI''s mission is to create understanding and
acceptance for LGBTI (lesbian, gay, bisexual. transgender, intersex) people, empower
community members and build bridges with churches, religious organisations and
leaders.

Some Highlights
Kaleidoscope Human Rights Foundations LGBTI Pacific Forum (Sydney)

Panel on faith, religion and LGBT rights including Christian, Jewish and Islamic spokespeople
What an amazing 3 days I had participating at the Kaleidoscope Human Rights Foundations LGBTI
Pacific Forum and meeting so many inspiring people including President Obama's specially appointed
envoy for global LGBT rights, Randy Berry. The forum of about 40 people involved in activism from
around the Pacific and Aisa to discuss advancing gay rights in their location. The forum was organised
by the Kaleidoscope Human Rights Foundation and funded by the U.S.. Embassy in Australia.

Religion plays such a major role in the lives of many in the pacific; one of the most missionized areas
in the world. The additional challenges in this area is that religion has become so entwined with the
local culture that it’s nearly impossible to separate the two. Christianity is extremely conservative. Such
a great opportunity to give encouragement, tools and support to those from this region.
After the conference Randy Berry wrote and said of A Life of Unlearning ‘I was struck by your honesty,
candor, and openness. It was also painful – dealing with some of the same issues as I grew up in rural
western America, and in an community of faith, brought back some very raw recollections as well. So
bold and brave of you to share your story, which I know has already made a difference in the lives of
so many of those who follow.”

AVB and LGBT US Special Envoy, Randy Berry (pre Trump days obviously)

National Faith and Marriage Equality Forum – Parliament House Canberra
I’m so glad to see that Australian LBBTI organisations are beginning to see the relevance of tackling
the faith issue and engaging with people of faith and religious organisations. When I began this work
people not only thought this was irrelevant but openly resisted any awareness raising or promotion. The
gay community often preached the same message as the church ‘you can’t be gay and Christian.’ To
be invited to speak at our nations capital on marriage equality was such and honour, especially to share
to podium with this awesome bunch below.

Dr Gavriel Ansara (Rosh Pinah: An Affirming Orthodox Jewish Network), Rev Dr Peter Catt (Dean,
Anglican Cathedral, Brisbane. A Progressive Christian Voice), Rev Carolyn Francis (Collins St Baptist
Church, Melbourne), Rabbi Jacqueline Ninio (Emanuel Synagogue, Sydney), Mr Benjamin Oh (GLBTIQ
Interfaith Intercultural Network, Australian Catholics for Equality), Ms Shiffa Samad (Muslims for
Progressive Values), Mr Anthony Venn-Brown (Ambassadors & Bridge Builders International), Imam
Nur Warsame (Marhaba, Melbourne), Mr Ed Santow (Australian Human Rights Commissioner).

Click on the pic above to read or see the video of my speech

YMCA International Becomes LGBT Affirming
If you read last years CEO’s report you might remember that I was invited to work with YMCA
International to help them create safe space principles to engage in an LGBT dialogue. You can read
more details HERE.
I received this email from Johan Vilhelm Eltvik the Secretary General of YMCA International
YMCA Tuesday, 4 April 2017 3:52 PM
Dear Anthony
I thought you deserved to be the first to know. The new inclusion statement from Safe Space
was agreed almost unanimously by the ExCom of the World Alliance of YMCAs, only against 1
single, lonely vote.
It welcomes people of any minority background, sexual minorities spelled out like that. It is a
great victory, a breakthrough of dimensions, because it includes all those countries were LGBT
is illegal.
They can decide to take the issues to a Safe Space process, if they are not ready to embrace
the statement now. But they cannot stop it. It is the official value statement of the World YMCA.
I have a lot to thank you for. You should see your vital contribution to this and rate it as one of
your great contributions to LGBT and the Christian communities. You opened a lot of doors and
hearts and made this outcome possible.
Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!
Johan Vilhelm Eltvik
Secretary Genera
YMCA International

Gay Christian Network Conference – Pittsburgh Pennsylvania
In January, I had the opportunity of speaking at the Gay Christian Network's (GCN) annual conference.
Minus 11 degrees is not my idea of exciting. I survived.
It warmed my heart though as I looked over room filled with over 1500 people (young kids, Dads, Mums,
gay parents, married couples) and I couldn't help but think of the great shift that has happened.

In it's heyday, Exodus (the world’s largest conversion therapy organisation), used to get similar crowds
to their annual conferences. I have no doubt that there were those at the GCN conference who used to
attend Exodus' conferences but now, of course, are no longer tortured about their sexual orientation or
have any desire to change it. In 2013 I sat in an auditorium at the Exodus conference and looking over
that congregation of around 300 people, even before Alan Chambers spoke and closed it down, it was
obvious the organisation was gasping it last breaths and the days of impact were long gone. We are
definitely living in a new era.
I gave two presentations at the GCN conference, the first on ‘Being an Ambassador and Bridge Builder’
to a standing room only crowd. The second was a personal development workshop ‘Self Image, Self
Esteem, Sexual Identity – the Connections’.

"Exodus to Nowhere - the quest to cure queers"
When I came to Bali on a two week writing retreat in December 2015, I naively thought it would only
take a few months to pull together my 15 years of experience with ex-gay/reparative/conversion therapy
and complete the book "Exodus to Nowhere - the quest to cure queers".

Nearly 60 books + articles + interviews + research papers later it continues. I am confident though that
when this work is finally complete it will have a significant impact on many levels. So I persist. I know I
am joining dots not joined before and making discoveries not previously revealed.
A couple of chapter headings to whet your appetite will be:
•
•

‘David Wilkerson – thanks for nothing’
‘These 3 things abide. Denial, self-deception and wilful ignorance. But the greatest of these is
wilful ignorance.’

Currently the goal is to have it ready to be published in June. There is still lots to do as the first draft
isn’t finished yet. Then they’ll be the second and third drafts. Then there will getting endorsements.
Then there’ll be artwork and production…….and then the promotion begins.
You can find out more here https://www.givenow.com.au/abbiconversiontherapy
If you want to look through some of the books I’ve read already for research you can find some in my
Facebook album HERE.

Website and Social Media
Our philosophy is:
"The enemy is not individuals, churches, 'ex-gay' organisations or political parties; the
enemy is ignorance. Change is created by focusing our energies on overcoming the latter
instead of attacking the former."

Our website continues to be source of communication and information for people to anonymously look
for answers. The stats tell us the average time on a page is up 16.53%, which means that people are
spending more time reading.
I’m pleased that we now not only have our regular blog articles but we have added and audio section
as well which covers a variety of topics including homosexuality and the Bible verses.
•
•
•
•
•

Homosexuality, Christianity and the Church (Part 1)
Homosexuality, Christianity and the Church (Part 2)
Andrew’s story – gay in a Pentecostal Church
Being an LGBTI Ambassador and Bridge Builder
Anthony Venn-Brown interview on Sydney talk back radio

Another great addition that has been added is the feature at the bottom of the page for people to share
posts and resources on social media. This has been particularly encouraging for me to now be aware
just how many times these things are being recycled. Previously we had no way of knowing. Sometimes
within a day of a post going up it has been shared several hundred times. What of course we don’t know
is how many times it is shared on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn beyond that initial visit.

The numbers on the right at the amount of times the article has been shared
Our social media profile has grown and is used regularly to distribute up to date and relevant
information.

YouTube Channel

2016
150 subscribers
137,125 views

ABBI Facebook page

1249 page likes

A Life of Unlearning Facebook page

1632 page likes

Twitter

1445 followers

LinkedIn

1574 connections

ABBI newsletter

1457 subscribers

2017
184 subscribers
179,481 views
1,576 page likes
1,501 page followers
1,660 page likes
1,575 followers
1,499 followers
1,733 connections
1,680 followers
1654 subscribers

The above are just some highlights. Other activities have included:
•
•
•
•
•

Radio and print media interviews
Dialogue with religious organisations and church leaders. Because of its controversial nature,
much of the dialogue work that ABBI does is behind the scenes and confidential.
We continue to work towards the end of ex-gay/reparative/conversion organisations and
practices in Australia.
Responding to email inquiries for help and information
Working one on one with individuals experiencing faith/sexuality conflict.

Financial support
There has been an increase in giving this year and also an increase in expenses. Our regular monthly
supporters has gone from 25 to 30 individuals. Some give $20 others $100 or more per month. We are
grateful for every single one who gives generously and sacrificially to this important and sometimes lifesaving work. We have seen an increase in one off donations this year which has been wonderful. In
total just over 80 have made donations to ABBI over this time.
We have been limited in what we could achieve though with only just over $50,000 income. I think you’ll
probably agree that an organisation such as Ambassadors & Bridge Builders International could operate
more effectively on an income/budget of $250,000.
If all the people we have helped in some way gave $1 a day we would be able to expand our work in a
significant way and focus completely. If you’d like to join us on this journey, then you can organise that
on this link. If you’d like to have a conversation about ways to help ABBI with fundraising we’d love to
talk to you. If this of interest to you then please email us at info@abbi.org.au
A full auditors financial report is available. Once again just email usinfo@abbi.org.au and we’ll get that
straight off to you. Our thanks go to Martin Coxell who contributed his time to complete the audit.
Finally, I must thank the board of ABBI. Our president, Ian Green, who has had an extremely busy first
year as CEO of the Terrence Higgins Trust, Secretary Tim Daly who efficiently keeps our records in
order, Treasurer Bill Wang, Hannah Baral, Anthony Barbara, Byron Barnes and Marguerite Foxon. I am
so grateful for their encouragement, support, feedback, expertise and wisdom. They are a great team
to work with.
We look forward to serving you, the LGBTI community and the faith community for another twelve
months and into the future.

Anthony Venn-Brown
Founder and CEO
Ambassadors & Bridge Builders International
www.abbi,org.au
info@abbi.org.au
+61416015231

